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Enrollment No:-___________                                                 Exam Seat No:-________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Summer-2015 

Subject Code:4LS01FEN1      Subject Name: Functional English-I 
Course Name:B.Sc(Micro/Biotech)     Date :4/5/2015 
Semester:1        Marks: 70  
                  Time:10:30 To 01:30  

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
Instructions: 

1) Attempt all Questions of both sections in same answer book/Supplementary. 
2) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument prohibited. 
3) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
4) Draw neat diagrams & figures (if necessary) at right places. 
5) Assume suitable & perfect data if needed. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q.1  Attempt the following (14) 

 a. Define abstract noun and collective noun.  

 b. What are the types of verbs? Give the examples of them.  

 c. What is an adjective? Make two sentences containing adjectives.  

 d. Make sentences of using time preposition and place preposition.  

 e. What is difference between noun and pronoun?  

 f. Explain conjunction with two examples.  

 g. Define adverb. Write down two examples of adverb.  

    

  Attempt any Four questions from Q.2 to Q.8 

 
 

Q.2  Do as directed (14) 

 a. We are not doing our project now. (Find out pronoun from the sentence)  

 b. Little monkeys jumped on the roof. (Identify underlined parts of speech)   

 c. Students visited _____ Statue of Liberty. (a, an, the)    

 d. Celebrate. (Turn this word into noun)  

 e. Beauty.  (Change this word into adjective)  

 f. I was late ______ I missed the train. (so, and, or)  

 g. My father punished me. (find out the object)  

 h. Pankaj lives _______ Australia. (at, on, in)   

 i. Management. (Make the verb from this word)  

 j. You are half _______ hour early today. (a, an, the)  

 k. Swimming is the best exercise. (Find out adjective from the sentence)  

 l. No one is perfect in this world. (Identify underlined parts of speech)  

 m. _______Ramayana and ______Mahabharata are our classics. (a, an, the)  

 n. Grandfather often visits religious places. ( Identify underlined parts of 

speech) 
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Q.3  Attempt the following (14) 

 a. Draft a leave application of 7 days to be submitted to your college 

principal for attending wedding function. 
 

 b. Write a letter to your principal for permitting various days celebration in 

college. 
 

Q.4  Do as directed (14) 

 a. Look, the train ________. (Use appropriate form of depart) (01) 

 b. I _________ in this company since 2005. (Use appropriate form of 

work) 
(01) 

 c. She liked your behavior. (Transform this sentence into negative) (01) 

 d. ________ You ________ tomorrow? (Use appropriate form of come) (01) 

 e. Write a paragraph of 10 sentences on how you spent your Sunday with 

your friends using simple past tense. 
(10) 

    

Q.5  Attempt the following  

 a. Why did the author keep on postponing her condolence visit to her 

neighbor again and again? 
(05) 

 b. What kind of habit did Meena have? (05) 

 c. Why Suresh thought to make ‘will’? (04) 

    

Q.6   Attempt the following  

 a.  Why the atmosphere became gloomy when Vasant visited the house of 

author? 
(05) 

 b. What did Tara commented in the party? (05) 

 c. Who was Charu and what was she doing? (04) 

    

Q.7  Attempt the following  

 a. Which steps the government has taken to establish modern education in 

villages and cities? 
(05) 

 b. Why Vinutha being bright student didn’t succeed in life? (05) 

 c. What does the author mean by the title “idealist at twenty and realist at 

forty”? 
(04) 

    

Q.8  Attempt the following  

 a. Define sentence. Discuss the components of sentence and types of 

sentence in detail. 
(07) 

 b. Write a short essay on any one from the following. (07) 

  1. Net Neutrality  

  2. Present Education System  
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